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Introduction 
Our common recognition of leaders and leadership reveals an assortment of men and wom-
en, some who are who predisposed to service, some who are humble but forthright, and 
others who exert narcissistic tendencies coupled with authoritarian attitudes. All of these 
have been and are called “leaders.” Hence, to unearth what is meant by “moral leadership” 
or “values-based leadership” (VBL) strains our understanding as many layers of value ex-
pose the diversity implied by the moniker “values-based.” 
 
Values-based leadership is released in our attitudes and unearth as organizational/business 
leaders commit themselves to creating environments generally identified as “moral.” Paren-
thetically, VBL is an ongoing historical paradigm shift set in juxtaposition to top-down (au-
thoritarian) leadership found among the industrial barons of the 19th century and extending 
well into the 20th century. During the 1950s, this shift was expanded beyond big business 
and government into the social fabric of American life with moral overtones impacting fami-
lies and the workplace. The emerging civil rights and feminist movements followed by nega-
tive reactions to the Vietnam War were forces bringing moral values into the forefront of 
American life. Now, in 2019, within a divisive political climate distressing our nation, moral 
values, or the lack thereof, are again in the forefront of our discussions of leadership. 
 
More than fifty years ago ethical and moral concepts were undergoing modification as femi-
nist academics began changing the moral landscape from values emphasizing “rules,” “utili-
ty,” and “reciprocity” to values stressing nurture, care, and the promotion of human growth 
accentuating integrity, decency, respect, and personal accountability (Hester, 2012). Now in 
the 21st century, political correctness and the #MeToo movement, often politically charged, 
continue to move the needle in a moral direction. Yet, some of this has proven to be mis-
guided, perhaps misunderstood, and its ethical tentacles will take time to assess (Millet, 
2010). 
 
Needless to say, values-based leadership has many layers exposing morality and ethical 
meaning relating to right conduct, and not only individually, but collectively. Human value is 
now being articulated as “moral value” with an emphasis on “humanity” as a moral concept 
and not descriptive only. Although avoiding the tendency of reducing morality to one rule, 
one principle, or one cultural expression, values-based leadership continues to seek the 
richness of moral value within the fertile soil of humanity itself. “Humanity,” although a col-
lective noun, now gathers not just the rich and powerful or white Americans and Europeans, 
but all persons east and west, north and south into its definitive wicker. Consequently, we 
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can no longer afford the luxury of unabashed individualism – of thinking of ourselves and 
others as discrete individuals, separated, isolated, and disconnected – while shamelessly 
projecting our values as superior to all others. For many, this mindset will be difficult to un-
hinge. 
 
The choice is not between a sociocentric culture placing the needs of groups and institutions 
first, or an individualistic ethos placing individuals at the center and making society a serv-
ant of unabashed individualism. Values-based leadership seeks a more holistic view than 
these two choices afford. A holistic view encompasses all people from the executive’s office 
to the workbench and from elected officials to civic volunteers. Consequently, moral princi-
ples cannot be allowed to be whittled down by politics or traditions into the polar opposites 
of socialism or individualism, or even into progressive, left-wing libertarianism. Obviously, a 
more comprehensive view of value and leadership will not find a welcoming mat at every or-
ganizational door. As Jonathan Haidt writes, “Morality binds and blinds. … People bind 
themselves into political teams that share moral narratives. Once they accept a particular 
narrative, they become blind to alternative moral worlds” (Haidt, 2012). Clearly, an inclusive 
morality threatens the dictatorship of the present (White, 2004). 
 
Yet, we persist, as values-based leadership asserts a vision of the possible and into this 
possibility we diligently labor. Change has come and is still coming and is a slow but persis-
tently steady process of moral transformation. Values-based leadership is a metaphor for 
this change; however, because VBL is a process-paradigm, further study and flexibility are 
suggested as a one-size-fits-all approach will be destructive to value-based applications. To 
seek a common core of what is called “values-based” remains a challenge. 
Values-based Leadership: A Cultural Blueprint 
Values-based leadership (VBL) research began in earnest in the 1970s but, as has been 
discovered, is not merely a conceptual or business formula requiring sociological research 
and analysis. It is also an affair of the heart embracing a passion for service supported by 
hope and acknowledging the dignity of others while recognizing that anyone can serve and 
anyone can become a leader regardless of position or education. Thus, VBL is context sensi-
tive, a metaphor identifying service and an ethical aptitude as primary components of organ-
izational and business leadership. When unraveled, VBL reveals that executives, managers, 
and workers – regardless of position or level of education – when committed to respect, in-
tegrity, and decency, are capable of becoming leaders and are able to add moral value to 
one’s community and organizational traditions. Sought by those committed to ethical princi-
ples, VBL remains a cultural blueprint. 
 
More than a business strategy, but that also, VBL is intertwined with relationships often 
complex and difficult to understand. It is both a description of one sort of leadership and 
management and of several varieties embracing over-arching ethical overtones; hence the 
term “values-based” (Copeland, 2014). And we must not fall into the trap of moral ethno-
centrism, thinking that our business or national culture is definitive of value throughout the 
world. Ethnicity displays our differences and within these differences ethical applications will 
take on dissimilar hues revealing many shards, shapes, and layers of what is called a “val-
ues-based culture.” 
 
Admittedly, human relationships are complex and tenuous, and when situated in an organi-
zational culture, even more so. Given this complexity, VBL acknowledges the economic di-
vide – socio-economic differences – between the janitor’s closet and the boardroom, includ-
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ing the historic cultural complications and fissures emerging from the Industrial Revolution 
of the 19th century, the role of workers’ unions, and the economics of politics governing tar-
iffs and government subsidies, consumer protection laws, and the ill-defined relationship 
between the Federal Government and Wall Street. All of these have tainted the journey from 
top-down decision making only, to the current view that anyone within an organization can 
become a leader no matter position or level of education. This remains a minimal requisite 
of leadership considered as values-based. Values-based leadership is consequently both a 
business decision and a vision of the possible, not the probable only. 
 
There is being a leader and there is being a follower, and when moving across the face of 
both there is discovered an endless array of role-exchanging between executive leadership, 
management, and worker, including clients, business partners, event volunteers, govern-
ment officials, and, in churches, those in the pew as well as those in the pulpit and those 
who manage and lead denominations. Within an organization, roles are defined and some-
times ill-defined emerging only within the dimensions of a dialectical interchange where a 
respect for others is the defining characteristic. Notably, all persons crave respect and per-
sonal dignity (Fukuyama, 2018). Advocates of VBL recommend a climate of respect and dig-
nity and cautions leaders, at any level, to avoid exclusivity and superiority and encourage 
civil dialogue within and outside current organizational structures. With an eye on creating a 
morally inclusive environment, VBL is divorced from labels that divide and instead views all 
within its scope of influence as morally significant. As Kurt Baier (1954) reminded, “Moral 
rules, moreover, are meant to be for the good of everyone alike and moral principles ‘are 
binding on everyone alike quite irrespective of what are the goals or purposes of the person 
in question.’” 
 
Thus, corporately and individually, privately and publicly, VBL is more than a leadership theo-
ry; it is also a personal moral strategy seeking a blueprint for each individual within an or-
ganization’s culture. This will involve understanding and respecting the incalculable wealth 
of knowledge found in those who comprise the organization and releasing this knowledge 
into the organization’s leadership ethos. Sometimes workers, at any level, are shadows – 
workers doing their jobs. Other times they are up front and center, emerging as leaders 
when the occasion arises. A goal of VBL is to untangle these relationships eliminating the 
“invisible” worker to become a significant participant in the development of an organiza-
tion’s (corporation, business, church, governmental body, etc.) ethos. As Arie de Geus 
(2002) observed, “Decisions grow in the topsoil of formal and informal conversation—
sometimes structured…sometimes technical…and sometimes ad hoc.” It is an ongoing pro-
cess of conversation, loaded with potentiality, and able to release a moral consciousness 
into an organization’s cultural fabric. Empowered by the dialogic process, organizations are 
able to facilitate their flexibility, creativity, and learning potential, enhancing the dignity and 
humanity of all within their circle of influence. 
 
How are individuals valued in an organization and what is gained by stressing their personal 
value juxtaposed to the values of the collectivity (organization/business) itself? Is it just 
about loyalty, protecting one’s position within the structure of the conglomerate or are hon-
esty, integrity, and commitment a part of this formula? Within the dialectic of leadership, in-
side and outside an organization’s traditions, questions of ethics are being asked. With re-
spect and ethical perspicacity, values-based leadership recommends working through the 
tangles of these questions with an eye on personal as well as organizational growth, under-
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standing that one does not contradict the other; both are functionally necessary (Turiel, 
1983). 
Reassessing “Value”: Seeking Consensus 
The word “value” requires reconsidering and articulating how it is framed in the construct 
“values-based leadership.” Continuous organizational reassessment remains a hope for 
moral objectivity. Reassessment must avoid shoring up and protecting the status quo. Rea-
son qua validation often disguises personal and corporate intentions. Reason and reas-
sessment must not be reduced to “reasonableness” or “rationality”; fairness, honesty, and 
responsibility are necessary ingredients of a moral culture as a lack of objectivity weakens 
moral purpose often hiding unethical practices. 
 
Oscar and Lilian Handlin (1994) have pointed out that nothing is more central to a people 
than their values and nothing is more important to Americans than the values of liberty and 
equality, respect for others, responsibility for one’s behavior, and self-reliance. As VBL began 
to drill down into organizational improvement, these values, and those predicated upon 
them, exposed much of the story of America’s moral adventure. Unearthing these values in 
constructive and productive ways is a goal of values-based leadership. Being of value to an 
organization and workplace is a meaningful thread woven generously through values-based 
leadership. 
 
Philosopher Robert Nozick (1981) reminded us more than thirty years ago, “A person who is 
responsive to the value of others establishes a closer linkage and hence a tighter organic 
unity with those others (than one who is unresponsive), and that is valuable.” Almost a dec-
ade later, Nozick (1990) concluded, “In wanting ourselves to be of value and our lives and 
activities to have value, we want these to exhibit a high degree of organic unity…We want to 
encompass a diversity of traits and phenomena, uniting these through many cross-
connections in a tightly integrated way, feeding these productively into our activities.” Nozick 
concluded, “Value is not the only relevant evaluative dimension. We also want our lives and 
our existence to have meaning. Value involves something’s being integrated within its own 
boundaries, while meaning involves its having some connection beyond these bounda-
ries…To seek to give life meaning is to seek to transcend the limits of one’s individual 
life…connecting with things so as somehow to incorporate these things, either within our-
selves or into an enlarged identity.” 
 
In the 20th century, it was war upon war, the struggle for equality among African-Americans 
and women, changing lifestyles, and laws that were the substance of value fluctuation, and 
not only in America, but around the world. The many layers of American values have been 
exposed from the introduction of the “pill” in the 1950s, to school integration, the passing of 
Row v. Wade, the civil rights and feminist movements, to our present immigration crisis, and, 
once again in American life, the appearance of white supremacy. Given our diversity, there 
are many ways to reconsider ethical thought, and ultimately, ethical actions. This does not 
mean that there is not a right way to act. Some are prone to say, “I have my values and you 
have your values, and this is our right.” In light of our cultural diversity – within and without – 
some seem to think that ethical relativism is the correct path or only path to take. What is 
left out of this conversation is that “right” is collectively defined as a “moral value” which 
reaches far beyond our individualism. Thomas Donaldson (1996) has warned, “Cultural rela-
tivism is morally blind.” Donaldson reminded us, 
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“We all learn ethics in the context of our particular cultures, and the power in the principles 
is deeply tied to the way in which they are expressed. Internationally accepted lists of moral 
principles, such as the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, draw on 
many cultural and religious traditions. What it does mean is that our ideas and ultimately our 
actions are consequential, being informed by our thinking and considerations of the ideas 
and actions of others.”  
Donaldson recommends three guiding principles for shaping ethical behavior within busi-
nesses and across cultures: (1) Respect for core human values, which determine the abso-
lute moral threshold for all [international] activities. (2) Respect for local traditions. (3) When 
deciding what is right and what is wrong, the belief that context matters. Under the theme of 
“managing for organizational integrity,” Donaldson concludes, 
 
Respecting differences is a crucial ethical practice. Research shows that management 
ethics differ among cultures; respecting those differences means recognizing that some 
cultures have obvious weaknesses—as well as hidden strengths. … People often equate 
respect for local traditions with cultural relativism. That is incorrect. Some practices are 
clearly wrong. … Some activities are wrong no matter where they take place. But some 
practices that are unethical in one setting may be acceptable in another. For instance, 
the chemical EDB, a soil fungicide, is banned for use in the United States. In hot cli-
mates, however, it quickly becomes harmless through exposure to intense solar radia-
tion and high soil temperatures. As long as the chemical is monitored, companies may 
be able to use EDB ethically in certain parts of the world. 
Since the events of 9/11/01, the struggle for equality, of ethical transformation and the ac-
commodation of values and value shifts remain a discombobulation of ideals, standards, 
and moral principles revealing both political and value differences. Thus, Donaldson’s prin-
ciples, although not absolute, are a practical guide to civil discourse concerning diversity 
within and outside of organizations. 
 
The hidden values and suppressed prejudices of our individual preferences are today being 
vigorously revealed within the political arena. Within this muddle, values-based leadership 
continues to surface as a method and an ideal to raise the horizon of American individual-
ism and also to counteract the persistent narcissism within the “collectivism” implied by 
democracy itself and its corporate institutions. Defining “value” within “values-based leader-
ship” is a task situated midstream in these struggles. Through civil dialogue and sensitivity 
to the ethos of the individual, VBL seeks to melt individual goals – not eliminate or suppress 
them – into the organization’s (even the nation’s) ethos, and vice versa. Understandably, 
such a dissemination of value, often construed through the lens of idiosyncratic leaders, 
must be situated against the struggles of real people and families who are at the clemency 
of large and impersonal corporations. Modifications and conciliations will be necessary. 
(Meier, 2000) 
 
George Silberbauer (1983) has commented: “One’s own morality lies deeply internalized, 
and it is not easy to overcome ethnocentric prejudice when confronted by behavior which 
prima facie offends against it.” But, as Silberbauer pointed out, the dominant moral values 
and beliefs of a society cannot be applied to all people and all cultures without some modifi-
cations. He understood that only at a generalized level can comparisons precede, including 
comparisons of moralities. These modifications include constitutions and laws specifying 
duties and rights, behaviors we generally call “moral,” and will include a dialectical discus-
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sion of values within and without of an organization’s hierarchy. With this Silberbauer 
demonstrated the complexities inherent in ethical talk, especially across cultures, nations or 
religions, and discussions of value in schools and places of work where, obviously, a wide 
variety of value orientations are actively displayed. Silberbauer’s observation demonstrates 
the reality of value differences and the difficulties of seeking a common ground upon which 
to proceed. 
 
“Value” is a word signifying what is important and useful to a person, a company, the gov-
ernment, or any organization. Since this is sometimes an unrestrained and expansive con-
cept, “value” in “values-based leadership” is frequently narrowed to ethical or moral value, 
regularly called “authentic” and “transformational,” (Copeland, 2014) but not so narrow as 
to exclude the idea that an organization, any organization, is in fact a “human community.” 
Value consensus is perhaps a worthy goal, but doesn’t imply narrowing or eliminating behav-
iors generally defined as “moral.” This is why VBL has refocused leadership attention on 
such ideas as equality, decency, dignity, honesty, respect, service, and ethical responsibility. 
These values are implicit in democratic cultures and foundational for ethics to be included in 
a VBL leadership formula. Understanding these values will help determine how best to serve 
one another ethically. This inevitably points to a higher purpose than our own personal or 
corporate needs and desires, but these also. Subsequently, VBL relocates organizational 
and individual purpose within the concept of “community” and seeks to release leadership 
from its narcissistic impulses making it morally inclusive. VBL also advances individual and 
capitalistic desires, including our dreams for a better life and commitment to the workplace, 
including efficiency and productivity. Ethics touches every life no matter where one lives and 
works. Ethics is something which is communal in a personal and far-reaching sense, as 
moral values stretch the boundaries of personal and communal/organizational relationships 
essential for collective living. 
 
Values-based Constructs 
Mary Kay Copeland (2014) has written, 
Values based leadership (VBL) evolved as a bi-product of the time and culture. The 
emergence of the twenty-first century was plagued with extensive, evasive and disheart-
ening ethical leadership failures. Neither the public nor private sectors were immune as 
many leaders were exposed for immoral or unethical behaviors. Financial greed and cor-
ruption, corporate meltdowns, and spiraling unethical practices were revealed as finan-
cial scandals surfaced at prominent companies such as Enron, Tyco International, 
Adelphia, Peregrine Systems, WorldCom and others. In response, leadership and man-
agement theorists began to place a renewed emphasis on the importance of ethics and 
morality in exemplary leaders. 
She continues, 
In the decades preceding, charismatic, transformational leadership was promoted, en-
couraged and developed as a strategy for increasing the effectiveness of leaders and or-
ganizations. As moral and ethical deficiencies became prevalent in many of the charis-
matic, dynamic and seemingly transformational leaders that had risen to prominence; 
scholars, practitioners and entire nations began to challenge the qualities needed for 
exemplary leaders. It became clear that in order to restore hope, confidence, integrity, 
and honor to leaders and organizations, leadership theorist argued that entities needed 
to look beyond the persuasive lure of a charismatic, ostensibly transformational leader 
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and ensure that leaders also possessed a strong set of values, morals and ethics. The 
result was an increased focused on the concept of VBL, which a decade later has be-
come ubiquitous in both management and leadership literature. 
As VBL research continued, it became not only a method and practice of leaders, but a phi-
losophy of life as well. As Copeland suggests, many involved in leadership research have de-
fined “values-based leaders” as those with an underlying moral, ethical foundation. Thus, 
included within the mantle of VBL are the following value constructs: spiritual, servant, au-
thentic, ethical, transactional, and transformational leadership revealing the stuttering con-
clusions of those engaged in values-based analyses. Gradually and importantly, VBL took on 
a moral tone requiring explication, application, and continual research. An integrated model 
of these constructs is provided by Karin Klenke (2005) who says, “Leadership is shaped by 
context; leadership is context dependent and context sensitive with leaders serving as ten-
ants and stewards of context. In all form of leadership, contextual factors set the boundaries 
within which leaders and followers interact and determine the demands and constraints 
placed on them as they contextualize their actions, behaviors, attitudes, emotions, and spir-
itual choice.” Given Klenke’s emphasis on context, the guiding principles of Thomas Don-
aldson mention above provide an excellent starting place for value (ethical) interaction. 
 
Within the parameters of these constructs, VBL was identified as a moral activity and a 
business practice involving all members of a community (church, business, civic organiza-
tion, etc.), treating them with respect and impartially, honoring their dignity and encouraging 
their responsibility for the efficiency of their work, supporting them, and promoting their 
leadership potential. This view is reflected by ethicist Kurt Baier (1970) who noted that the 
moral point of view looks and treats everyone as “….equally important centers of craving, 
impulses, desires, needs, aims, and aspirations; as people with ends of their own, all of 
which are entitled, prima facie, to be attained.” Following this advice should make it possible 
for others to either consent or dissent to organizational purposes – to willingly participate (or 
not) – to contribute to an organization’s mission, and to be invited to participate in formulat-
ing an organization’s ethic. 
 
As a process metaphor, VBL remains in development. Like Copeland, Karin Klenke (2007) 
has pointed out that many theories and disciplines have emerged, requiring additional re-
search and a theoretical framework for validation. Copeland has identified and thoroughly 
explicated these constructs and her research remains an excellent overview and is recom-
mended for careful study and continual evaluation.  
Research outlines that VBL has benefits beyond providing better organizational outcomes 
when moral and ethical principles are adhered to. Research has also demonstrated that 
transformational, authentic and ethical leadership traits result in leaders that are more ef-
fective. George (2003) summarizes what happens when VBL are at the helm. George argued 
that leaders were needed that “lead with purpose, values and integrity; leaders who build 
enduring organizations, motivate their employees to provide superior customer service, and 
create long term value for shareholders” (p.9) and that this would ultimately result in more 
effective leaders and organizations. 
The concept of “value” and the identification of the ethical values that are important to val-
ues-based leadership require our constant attention. Reading much of the definitive litera-
ture, VBL demonstrates an emphasis on personal integrity, moral, and ethical principles. 
“Value” itself remains a catch-all word for these principles and for this reason, must be care-
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fully defined and, when not, leaves the historical narrative of American value problematic. 
One example from Copeland demonstrates this complexity. She cites Burns (1978) who is 
credited with proposing the theories of transactional and transformational leadership. Burns 
described transactional leaders as those who lead others in exchange for something of val-
ue. This, of course is reciprocity-oriented leaving “value” ill-defined and perhaps idiosyncrat-
ic. Burns then compared transactional leadership with transformational leadership and 
pointed out that transformational leaders sought to appeal to and influence the moral val-
ues of fellow workers and inspire them to reform and revamp their organizations. Burns also 
noted that to be truly transformational, a leader must also be “moral, ethical and authentic.” 
Although Burns’ example is insightful, the words “moral,” “ethical” and “authentic” require 
our attention. “Authentic” points to consistency in values but leaves open the question of 
“moral value” unless these concepts are used jointly as “authentic moral value.” Also, in 
transactional leadership, the phrase “in an exchange for something of value” remains ques-
tionable and seems more a characteristic of reciprocity than that of ethics and morality, for 
people value many things, some of them less than moral. Reciprocity is a bargaining tool, 
but core moral values such as honesty, responsibility, fairness, respect, and human decency 
are too morally basic to be compromised. Thus, at a generalized level, the contextual com-
parison of transactional and transformation leadership reveals the perplexity of value, of-
fered as values-based. Klenke (2007) has exposed the depth of value within value-based 
leadership practices, a depth which, as she noted, “draws from humanistic psychology, exis-
tential philosophy, and social identity as well as self-categorization theory, leader prototypi-
cality, and spiritual leadership theory.” 
 
Understanding the depth of psychological, sociological, philosophical, and spiritual research 
supporting values-based leadership is a task with which we are charged. Robert Greenleaf’s 
(2002) idea of “servant leadership” is, perhaps, more unambiguous and simplistic: 
 
This is my thesis: caring for persons, the more able and the less able serving each other, 
is the rock upon which a good society is built. Whereas, until recently, caring was largely 
person to person, now most of it is mediated through institutions – often large, complex, 
powerful, impersonal; not always competent; sometimes corrupt. If a better society is to 
be built, one that is more just and more loving, one that provides greater creative oppor-
tunity for its people, then the most open course is to raise both the capacity to serve and 
the very performance as servant of existing major institutions by new regenerative forces 
operating within them.  
Given the obvious differences in values-based leadership constructs, the observation of 
Warren Bennis (2009) is apropos: “Always, it seems, the concept of leadership eludes us or 
turns up in another form to taunt us again with its slipperiness and complexity. So we have 
invented an endless proliferation of terms to deal with it . . . and still the concept is not suffi-
ciently defined.” The blurred edges of value are a reality with which we are challenged to 
contend. Consequently, like Donald Brown (1991), value-based leadership theorists are 
challenged to search for a set of universal ethical values, values that are not only moral, but 
have utility value as well. This is a continual struggle and it’s a struggle in the minds of lead-
ers about their beliefs, values, and purposes. Indeed, the value-layers definitive of VBL – the 
ideals, precepts, and ethical principles – are fragile and politically charged. Staying morally 
focused, either as a business or a governmental body is terribly difficult as moral inclusive-
ness is often a misunderstood and half-hearted affair. 
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Value Shifts and Value Confusion 
Having been exposed, value ambiguity is causing confusion and value adjustments in every 
aspect of American society. The historical narrative of America reveals the struggles, the 
shared sacrifices, and the uncertain future that has become a seemingly natural part of eve-
ryday life. Lifting the veil of American history reveals a values concoction defining person-
hood and nationhood imposing compliance, acceptance of common norms, and collective 
opinion — all that Tocqueville (2011) meant in 1840 by the “tyranny of the majority.” The 
dichotomy of “individualism” and “collectivism” remains at the heart of this struggle. From 
this history one is able to uncover the values foundational to each generation, some moral 
and others not. The flow and ripples of this current are making it difficult to judge and put 
into perspective what is expected of leaders today. Even a philosophical detachment from 
these events is perhaps not strong enough to make an objective evaluation. Thus, to under-
stand personal values we must look outside ourselves and outside our individual values’ 
bubble to grasp the larger entangled picture of values confusion. Starting here, we can begin 
to lift the horizon of our ethical vision and the emerging possibilities of a collective moral cul-
ture, one that entails values-based leadership and one that requires cultivation and refine-
ment.  
 
Values-based leadership is founded on the premise that each person craves recognition of 
his or her dignity as a human being, including being an important member of an organiza-
tion. The value thus derived is the pursuit of both a negative and a positive freedom: first, 
the freedom from the abusive actions of colleagues and superiors and, second, a freedom 
to participate fully, to the extent of one’s abilities, in the exercise of one’s skills. Both can be 
an exchange of ideas to clarify proposals about how to make one’s work and shared rela-
tionships more efficient, effective, and tolerable. 
 
With cultural and even ethical diversity defining the workplace, the crisis of self-identity and 
of organizational identity pushes the need for dialogue, civility, and respect to the forefront 
of values-based leadership. Melé & Sánchez-Runde (2013) have commented, 
The last few decades have witnessed the development of cross-cultural management, 
which focuses on cultural differences and their effect on organizational and managerial 
decision-making. Cross-cultural management is not only a question of techniques. It in-
volves human and ethical considerations, as does every other aspect of management. 
Beyond cultural diversity, management is about people and so it entails ethical dimen-
sion. … Cultural diversity entails an ethical challenge, for different reasons. One is that 
there are differences on moral perceptions and moral judgments among cultures, and 
consequently a tension appears between moral universalism (universal ethical principles 
or standards) and moral cultural relativism (local or cultural ethical norms as the exclu-
sive source for ethical standards). 
 
Long-Term Value Creation 
The moral future envisioned by VBL and the various moral strands pulled together by VBL 
research have recognizable parallels, cultural furrows tilled by those who understand the 
moral needs of humanity and the moral dimensions of our common experience. Without a 
constant and continuing practice of moral correlation, the foundations of moral meaning go 
out the window. E. A. Burtt (1965) has explained, 
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“… [The] fact is that the way in which a person is known makes a difference to the way he 
changes…He will be, in some measure, a different person because of it. … True understand-
ing of a person is gained only through the positive, response to his presence. Only when 
one’s interaction with him becomes an active participation in his growth toward fulfillment 
can one come to know his full self, because only in the medium of such a response is that 
full self coming to be.”  
Burtt’s ideas can become a catalyst for values-based leadership, for averting the dehuman-
izing forces in our country to which VBL has been and is a positive reaction. Anyone who has 
experienced even one moment of uncivil behavior from another understands the dehuman-
izing and depressing feelings that result. Negative emotions of fear, hate, suspicion, and in-
difference block avenues to understanding others. Thus, important to the leadership com-
munity is that we become accountable to human need. For these reasons, VBL stresses the 
importance of ethical and civic values, values that respect the individual merging them with 
corporate purposes, and values that stress fairness, honesty, and responsibility from the top 
to the bottom of the corporate ladder and vice versa. 
 
The Aspen Institute (2018) has created a program for guiding businesses and investors enti-
tled “Long-Term Value Creation.” One goal is teaching ethics, not only as a philosophy 
course, but as a component to schools of business, education, etc. But placing ethics in 
American schools of business or even offering a separate business ethics course in these 
schools has been a slow process. Long-term value creation remains difficult to procure. Ac-
cording to the Aspen Institute, “The principles of this program represent a consensus among 
companies, investors, and corporate governance professionals. In subscribing to these prin-
ciples, and moving to implement them in their own organizations, subscribers are leading by 
example and taking a stand that a long-term focus is critical to long-term value creation.” 
The principles of long-term value creation espoused by the Aspen Institute are as follows: 
• Work together and with others in the spirit of continuous improvement and ongoing 
communication, dedicating real resources to identifying and testing best practices for 
creating long-term value at our own firms; 
• Support each other’s efforts to promote metrics, communications, and executive 
compensation that create long-term value; and 
• Support each other even in the face of internal and external pressures to compro-
mise on these principles and default to short-term thinking. 
Judith Samuelson of the Aspen Institute says that change is coming slowly in schools of 
business and management, and is being propelled by “students who want business to be 
seen in the context of the big issues of our day.” Even today in universities and colleges eth-
ics remains only as a special course in philosophy usually taught as a theoretical analysis of 
various moral constructs divorced from the reality life presents. Steven Mintz (2011) com-
ments, “From my experience many instructors are reluctant to teach ethics. Some feel un-
comfortable doing so. Others are concerned about becoming too preachy. Still others do not 
believe ethics can be taught” (Haidt, 2012). But, is this a cop-out, a giving into the postmod-
ern spirit and its co-partner, ethical relativism, with the assumed but unsupported belief that 
all values have equal moral status and that identifying humanity’s common moral values is a 
denial of a person’s right to believe what one wants and behave how one desires to behave? 
Certainly, the civil rights and feminist movements of the 1960s and the more recent events 
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in Charlottesville, Virginia, and school shootings around the nation have revealed the moral 
inadequacies of this view. 
 
John Ragozzine (2008) has commented, 
As our nation emerges from several decades of determinedly values-neutral education; ef-
forts to weave ethics and integrity into the fabric of education still meet skepticism. The ar-
guments against it are as varied as they are trite. Aren’t we already doing this? Isn’t all eth-
ics relative anyway? Are you saying my child is unethical? Are you trying to impose your val-
ues on my family? Whose values are you trying to teach, anyway? 
Ragozzine concludes, 
Ours is an age of inordinate moral confusion. Every day’s headlines report big-picture di-
lemmas with no clear solution: international terrorism, regional warfare, global warming, en-
ergy shortages, corporate scandals, nuclear proliferation, and endemic corruption. At a more 
granular level, this bewilderment appears in a litany of national and local ethical lapses, 
where values are subverted, integrity is abandoned, and moral courage is given short shrift. 
…little wonder, then, that parents are searching for schools where character matters, where 
values are in focus, and where moral reasoning and ethical behavior are central to the edu-
cational culture. Parents often find those qualities in the nation’s private schools, so many 
of which are deliberately trying to achieve a culture of responsibility, respect, honesty, fair-
ness. A central aspect of the appeal of private education—a key reason that parents willingly 
pay for an alternative to what, in North America, is available free in every community—lies in 
the commitment of private education to developing students of character. 
 
Conclusion 
Joseph T. Plummer (1989) was cognizant of the values reassessment going on American 
society when he said, “Long-held beliefs about the meaning of work in one’s life, relations 
between the sexes, and expectations for the future—indeed, about many aspects of daily liv-
ing and important relationships among people—are undergoing reexamination and reap-
praisal.” Plummer calls this a paradigm shift—a fundamental reordering of the way one sees 
the world around them. Perhaps VBL is an important component of this ongoing shift as so-
ciety is gradually moving away from the traditional values that drove society through the 
20th century and toward the emerging new values being embraced on an ever-widening 
scale. 
 
Plummer has identified some of the characteristics of this “shift” which he says demon-
strates…  
•  A new focus on individuality is seen in corporations that value a high level of creativi-
ty, flexibility, and responsibility to people rather than bigness, consistency, and uni-
formity.  
•  The expectation of high ethical standards of leaders and employees, political figures, 
and advertisers is required.  
•  A greater value is being given to experience and has prompted a growth of travel, the 
arts, sports, and lifelong education.  
•  Finally, health behavior is shifting from curing illness to promoting wellness which is 
seen most dramatically in a decline in smoking and red-meat consumption. 
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At the center of this paradigm shift are such values as decency, integrity, fairness, trust, and 
responsibility, to name a few. Aptly, Stephen Convey (2012) has observed, 
 
As we work with people and companies around the world, we come in constant contact 
with the pain and struggle many are dealing with as it relates to trust. One of the reasons 
the pain is so great is because somehow deep inside people innately know that the ben-
efits of high-trust relationships, teams, and organizations are incomparably more produc-
tive and satisfying. They can sense that their lives would be a lot better, their jobs a lot 
more fulfilling, and their personal relationships a lot more joyful if they could only operate 
in an environment of high trust. And that makes the absence of trust all the more frus-
trating. 
 
Agreeing, Mick Yates (2018) commented, “Leadership is the energetic process of getting 
people fully and willingly committed to a new and sustainable course of action, to meet 
commonly agreed objectives whilst having commonly held values. It will take insight and ef-
fort to define the values supporting leadership and this will be an on-going process.” Donald 
Clark (2012) was perhaps on the right course when he wrote, “Leaders do not command ex-
cellence, they build excellence. Excellence is ‘being all you can be’ within the bounds of do-
ing what is right for your organization. To reach excellence you must first be a leader of good 
character.” 
 
Thus, a core test of values-based leadership is being of “good character.” A question re-
mains, “What is character?” and more importantly, “What is good character?” These are 
questions requiring explanation and clarification, and put into the context of leadership in 
the 21st century. This is nothing less than a quest for ethics and civility in the workplace. H. 
Darrell Young, building on his leadership experience, says even more strongly that our pur-
poses – values and beliefs – must drive organizational mission and not the other way 
around. He comments, “Character is the foundation of leadership and is found in our cour-
age to exercise our decisions from this perspective.” It is our values that provide stability to 
the organizations which we lead and manage. Young writes, “We must have stability of pur-
pose in order to deal with instability of environment.” In his opinion, our moral values allow 
leaders and followers to step up to a lifestyle of performance responsibility. This responsibil-
ity, Young reminds us, is situated in the dignity and moral value of people and the ethic that 
is derivative of this value (Young and Hester, 2004). 
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